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We present a systemati methodology for the aurate alulation of defet strutures in superells
whih we illustrate with a study of the neutral vaany in silion. This is a prototypial defet whih
has been studied extensively using ab initio methods, yet remarkably there is still no onsensus about
the energy or struture of this defet, or even whether the nearest neighbour atoms relax inwards or
outwards. In this paper we show that the dierenes between previous alulations an be attributed
to superell onvergene errors, and we demonstrate how to systematially redue eah suh soure
of error. The various soures of satter in previous theoretial studies are disussed and a new eet,
that of superell symmetry, is identied. It is shown that a onsistent treatment of this eet is
ruial to understanding the systemati eets of inreasing the superell size. This work therefore
also presents the best onverged ab initio study of the neutral silion vaany to date.
PACS numbers: 61.72.Ji, 71.15.-m, 71.20.Mq, 71.55.Cn
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been muh interest over the last 10 years in the alulation of the properties of defets in solids. Various
theoretial tehniques an be used, but two of the most ommon are ab initio eletroni struture alulations of the
defet in either a periodi superell or a luster. Both of these tehniques have advantages and disadvantages. Periodi
boundary onditions are a natural representation of a rystal, but the introdution of a defet into the superell results
in the alulation of a periodi array of defets and not an isolated defet. A luster alulation might therefore seem
more appropriate, but this introdues dierent problems due to nite size eets and the possibility of interation
between the defet and the surfae of the luster. In this paper, we will fous exlusively on the periodi superell
tehnique.
There are various tehnial problems that must be overome before a superell alulation beomes an aurate
representation of an isolated defet in bulk material. Many of these are already known, but not all are widely
appreiated. It is the aim of this paper to synthesize best-pratie into a systemati approah to the study of defets
in periodi superells and show how best to overome all these problems. As an example of this methodology, we
shall onsider the neutral vaany in silion, whih is perhaps the simplest example of a point defet in a rystal. It is
ertainly one that has been often studied experimentally and theoretially. However, whilst the experimental piture
is reasonably lear, there are some properties of the defet, suh as its loal volume, whih annot be extrated from
experimental data and for whih reliable thoeretial values would be very welome. Unfortunately, there is some
onfusion about the results of theoretial studies whih has prevented denitive statements being made about these
properties. Reent work has ahieved some degree of onsensus, but there is still a lot of satter in the results whih
is not well understood. The aim of this work is to show how a systemati approah to the study of defets an explain
the origin of the satter in earlier works on the neutral silion vaany, although the approah an obviously be applied
to the study of any defet. By reduing all the systemati errors to an aeptable level using this methodology, we
therefore provide the most highly onverged ab initio study of the neutral silion vaany to date.
We shall perform all our alulations using Density Funtional Theory (see ref. 1 for a review) but the general
features of our methodology will be appliable to any ab initio simulation tehnique that uses periodi superells. In
this partiular ase we used plane-wave pseudopotential-based DFT, whih has been shown in many previous studies
to be a reliable tehnique for alulating many strutural properties - typially agreeing with experiment to at least
1% auray (see ref. 2 for a review of total energy alulations using this tehnique).
More aurate treatments of the eletroni struture exist, suh as Quantum Monte Carlo (see ref. 3 for a review),
but these are muh more expensive to apply and are not yet routinely used for suh alulations. One reason for
this is that whilst QMC is urrently state-of-the-art in terms of its auray in alulating the eletroni struture,
it is unable to alulate fores and is therefore not a pratial methodology for struture determination. There is
therefore still a role for DFT alulations to determine strutural properties, as well as being a soure of trial input
wavefuntions to QMC alulations at the optimal struture.
2Ultimately, the results obtained will be limited by the approximations inherent in the ab initio tehnique used.
In the ase of the neutral silion vaany alulation detailed herein, this will inlude eets due to the hoie of
pseudopotential, hoie of exhange-orrelation funtional, and the neglet of zero-point motion and thermal eets.
However, if these systemati eets are to be quantied, it is important that they are not obsured by random noise
arising from other soures of error that an be removed, suh as the various kinds of superell onvergene error that
are disussed in this paper. One simple way to estimate these eets would be to ompare the DFT and QMC energies
at the same defet struture (e.g. the DFT optimal struture). However, the superell onvergene errors disussed
herein will still eet the QMC alulation, and so need to be understood and minimised before the omparison of
two dierent ab initio methodologies beomes meaningful. The aim of this paper is to show how to systematially
redue the dierent superell onvergene errors independent of the ab initio methodology hosen.
This paper is strutured as follows: in setion II we will review what is already known about the vaany in silion,
in setion III we will explain the key features of our methodology in some detail, illustrated with the neutral silion
vaany alulation. We will report our results for the neutral silion vaany in setion IV, and will briey summarize
in setion V.
II. REVIEW
The vaany in silion is a tehnologially important defet, as it is known to play an important role in both self-
and impurity diusion, and hene it is essential to have a detailed understanding of both the eletroni and ioni
struture of the defet. The vaany also ours in a variety of harge states, onventionally referred to as V 2+,
V +, V 0, V −and V 2−. It is known that this system shows the negative-U eet, that is, V 2+ spontaneously onverts
diretly to V 0. For simpliity, this theoretial work will only fous on the neutral vaany, V 0, although in some
experimental tehniques it is the harged vaanies that are atually studied.
A. Experimental studies
The experimental studies have been reviewed by Watkins.
4
In summary, eletron paramagneti resonane (EPR)
studies an be used to give the symmetry and spatial distribution of the highest unpaired loalized eletron state.
This has shown that the symmetry of the single neutral vaany V 0 is D2d.
5
This is understood to be due to the four
dangling bonds, reated by the removal of a silion atom from a perfet lattie, hybridizing with eah other to form
two new levels. These are the A1 singlet whih lies deep in the bulk valene bands and the T2 triplet whih lies in the
energy gap. The neutral vaany has only one of the gap states oupied, whih results in a Jahn-Teller distortion,
with the ioni relaxation lowering the Td-point symmetry of the perfet lattie to that observed in the experiments.
Eletron-nulear double resonane (ENDOR) has also been used to study the harged vaanies,
6,7
whih in general
have lower symmetry than the neutral vaany onsidered here. Deep level transient spetrosopy (DLTS) has also
been used to give information about the ionization levels assoiated with harge state hanges.
8,9,10,11
Positron lifetime
measurements have also given information about the defet volume assoiated with harge state hanges.
12,13
However,
none of these tehniques gives information on the defet volume or formation energy of the V 0 state. This has lead
to some onfusion, with some theoretial studies laiming an outwards relaxation of the atoms surround the vaany,
and others an inwards relaxation.
B. Theoretial studies
There have been numerous theoretial studies of the silion vaany using dierent theoretial tehniques. For
example, Green's-funtion alulations
14,15,16
predited an outwards relaxation of the vaany, whilst more reent
tight-binding
17,18
and ab initio studies
19,20,21,22,23,24,25
have proposed an inwards relaxation. Reent ab initio luster
alulations
26
have suggested an inwards relaxed D2d symmetry struture, whereas suessive ab initio superell
alulations using dierent superell sizes (from 32 to 216 atoms) and dierent speial k-point sampling tehniques
have yielded a broad spread of formation energies(from 2.6 eV to 4.6 eV ) and symmetries (inluding D2d, C3v,
C2v and T2d), inluding some outwards relaxations (although the majority favour inwards relaxation). In partiular,
Puska et al
25
thoroughly reviewed the previous theoretial studies and also performed a sequene of ab initio superell
alulations using dierent system sizes and sampling tehniques. They found a large spread in possible answers, whih
they attributed to the energy dispersion of the vaany-indued deep levels, being therefore partiularly sensitive to
details of the Brillouin zone sampling sheme used.
Three key quantities of interest are:
31. the vaany formation energy, whih for a neutral vaany in a superell is dened as
EV = EN−1 −
(
N − 1
N
)
EN (1)
where EN is the total energy of the defet-free N atom superell, et.,
2. the symmetry of the defet, and
3. the volume of the defet (atually the tetrahedron formed by the positions of the four atoms r1 . . . r4 surrounding
the vaany)
V =
1
6
|(r4 − r1) • (r2 − r1)× (r3 − r1)| (2)
III. METHOD
As an illustration of the methodology, we perform what we believe to be the best onverged ab initio alulation
of the neutral silion vaany yet undertaken. As disussed in setion II, this is not the rst time suh a alulation
has been attempted. However, there has been a lot of satter in the theoretial alulations, even within the same
paper in some instanes! We seek to explain the origin of this satter, and in so doing, produe a denitive answer
for the neutral silion vaany formation energy and the struture of the lattie relaxation around the vaany. Our
alulations are performed with the CASTEP
27
ode using the PW91
28
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for
the exhange-orrelation funtional (whih has been shown in many previous defet studies to result in very aurate
strutures) with a plane-wave basis set. We use a Vanderbilt ultrasoft pseudopotential
29
for silion whih has been
widely used and tested previously, e.g. it gives the ubi lattie onstant as 5.440 Å whih ompares very favourably
to the experimental value of 5.429 Å (+0.2%). For simpliity we have therefore xed the lattie onstants at the
value of the experimental lattie onstant in all alulations.
As a measure of the reliability of the ab initio sheme used, we repeated ertain alulations using the same
CASTEP ode but with three dierent exhange-orrelation funtionals - the PW91 GGA as mentioned above, and
also the Ceperley-Alder
30
loal density approximation (LDA) and the PBE
31
GGA. The same alulations were also
repeated with an older norm-onserving pseudopotential
32,33,34
for silion that has been part of the standard CASTEP
distribution for many years and has been widely tested.
In the following setions, we will desribe our methodology and illustrate it with the neutral silion vaany alu-
lation for deniteness. Most of what follows an be applied to any superell alulation, but where there are parts of
the disussion that are spei to silion, these will be be learly highlighted.
Note that it is an often overlooked fat that, as we shall be relaxing the atoms around the defet using fores
derived from an ab initio alulation, we must ensure that the ab initio alulation is fully onverged before we start
to onsider any atomi relaxation. That is, we must separately onverge the eletroni struture at xed atomi
positions, before we an have any ondene in the fores on the atoms being orret. Only then is it appropriate to
attempt to onverge the atomi relaxation around the defet.
A. Basis Set Size Convergene
It is well known that the variational priniple ensures that the total ground state energy of a system will monoton-
ially derease as the size of the basis set is inreased. With some basis sets, it is diult to systematially improve
the quality of the basis set - however, with a plane-wave basis set as used here (whih is often used with superell
alulations) this is not a problem. We an assoiate an energy with eah plane-wave basis funtion (|φg〉 ∼ e
ig.r
where g is a reiproal-spae lattie vetor), and so by using all possible basis funtions up to some maximum energy
Ecut we may haraterize the size of the plane-wave basis set used. Therefore, the basis set may be systematially
improved by simply inreasing Ecut with a orresponding derease in the total energy of the system. It is a feature
of plane-wave basis sets that typially very large basis set sizes are required to ahieve a reasonable tolerane for the
onvergene of the total energy of a system, e.g. 1meV/atom. Therefore the pseudopotential approximation29,32,33,34
is invariably used whih enable us to redue the number of eletrons in the problem, and also to redue the size of
the basis set used without eeting the auray of the treatment of the eletrons outside the ore of the atoms.
It is also well known that whilst the total energy of a given system might onverge slowly with inreasing basis
set size, the energy dierene between two similar systems is muh more rapidly onvergent due to the anellation
4of systemati errors. This is often used to disriminate between two ompeting atomi arrangements with the same
atoms in the same superell. However, in this work, we shall onsider not the energy dierene, but the defet
formation energy. Note that the variational priniple does not apply to suh formation energies, and so we are no
longer guaranteed monotoni onvergene, although this is often seen in pratie. We therefore start the alulation
by onverging the unrelaxed defet formation energy as a funtion of basis set size, for a reasonably small system.
Everything else is kept xed, e.g. superell size, sampling of reiproal spae for the Brillouin zone integration,
pseudopotentials, et. In the ase of the silion vaany, we use the vaany formation energy as dened in equation
1. This neessitates alulating the total energy of the vaany free system (N atoms) and the vaany system (N −1
atoms) whih we shall perform with all atoms xed at the perfet lattie oordinates. We shall then use the same
uto energy (basis set size) for all subsequent alulations unless otherwise noted.
For the neutral silion vaany, we ompare the 16 silion atom superell with the 15 atom superell with vaany.
All atoms are kept at the rystal positions with no relaxation. The Brillouin zone integration is performed using a 2x2x2
Monkhorst-Pak grid. For this initial part of the alulation, we work with a vaany formation energy onvergene
tolerane of 0.01 eV and it is readily shown that with the ultrasoft pseudopotential used that this orresponds to
Ecut ∼ 120 eV .
B. Brillouin Zone Integration Convergene
We perform the Brillouin zone integration using the method of speial k-points. Due to the loalized nature of a
defet in a (potentially large) superell, it is important to have a fully onverged integration here. This is the basis of
the explanation for the diulty of the alulation as given by Puska et al.
25
If we use the simplest Monkhorst-Pak
sampling sheme,
35
k =
2pi
a
(
qx
2qmaxx
,
qy
2qmaxy
,
qz
2qmaxz
)
(3)
with
qx =
{
0,±2 . . .± (qmaxx − 1) q
max
x odd
±1,±3 . . .± (qmaxx − 1) q
max
x even
et., then we may easily onverge the defet formation energy, at xed basis set size and system size, as a funtion of
the density of sample points in reiproal spae.
In order to maximize the separation of the defet from its periodi image, we hoose superells that have the
same nearest neighbour defet-defet distanes and sample uniformly in eah diretion in reiproal spae, and so
qmaxx = q
max
y = q
max
z = q. We may therefore systematially improve the onvergene of the Brillouin zone integration
by simply inreasing q. The basi number of speial points in the grid is then q3. In order to minimize the number of
speial points at a given value of q we apply the symmetry operations of the superell (not the point-group symmetry
of the defet-free rystal lattie), and therefore work with a weighted set of symmetrized points. The redution in the
number of points depends on the symmetry of the superell and the value of q.
However, this will in general lead to very slow onvergene, with marked osillations in both the total energy and
the defet energy as q is inreased. This gives rise to the popular belief that odd q grids are less eient than the
orresponding even q+1 grid. However, this is a failure of the implementation of the grid, not the general Monkhorst-
Pak method. This an be seen by alulating the radius of exat integration in reiproal spae for dierent values
of q for some of the most ommon superells - simple ubi (SC), body-entred ubi (BCC) and fae-entred ubi
(FCC) as seen in table I. For an ideally eient sampling sheme, the integration should be exat out to a radius
given by R = q, but it an be seen from table I that this is only ahieved for all q for the simple ubi superell, and
for even-valued q for the fae-entred ubi superell.
This aw was overome in the basi Monkhorst-Pak sheme by the possible inlusion of a rigid oset, k0, of the
sampling grid from the origin of reiproal spae. This oset is often ignored, but is essential to ahieve the full
eieny of the sheme. The use of the optimal oset for a given superell symmetry and value of q removes the
osillations in the total energy and onsequently aelerates the onvergene of the Brillouin zone integration. A
omprehensive set of these optimal osets were derived by Moreno and Soler
36
(and independently by MIJP) but the
signiane of their work has not been widely appreiated. For ompleteness, the optimal osets for the superells
onsidered in this work are shown in table II.
We nd that the use of a Monkhorst-Pak grid with the optimal oset is more widely appliable and tehnially
superior to other shemes proposed, suh as ref. 37. Using this approah it is now possible to approah onvergene
5of the Brillouin zone integration in a onsistent manner for any value of q required. Note, that for ertain superells,
suh as body-entred ubi, the use of osets is beneial for all values of q, whereas for others, suh as fae-entred
ubi, it is only beneial for odd-valued q.
When omparing the quality of the Brillouin zone integration for two dierent sized or dierent shaped systems, it
is not the value of q or the number of speial points that should be ompared, but rather the density of symmetry-
unfolded speial points in reiproal spae. Note that this omparison will be simplest for two dierent systems if
in eah ase the sampling sheme is equally eient (e.g. R = q). Therefore we reommend the use of osets at all
stages in this methodology when alulating the onvergene of the eletroni struture.
Therefore, for the neutral silion vaany, we onverge the Brillouin zone sampling using the 16/15 atom FCC
superells and Ecut = 120 eV . As shown in table II, there is no advantage to using osets with even-q grids and
FCC superells but there is a dierene for odd-q grids. We therefore perform the odd-q grid alulations twie,
one with and one without osets, and the results of inreasing q on the vaany formation energy, both with and
without osets, are shown in gure 1. There is learly a dramati improvement for q = 1 where using an oset shifts
the sampling away from the gamma point, but it may not appear too dramati for other values of q (although it
may be hard to see from the gure, in fat the onvergene of q = 3 w.r.t. q = 4 is signiantly improved from
−0.061 eV to −0.005 eV ). Moreover, table II suggests that the benets of using osets will be most marked with
BCC superells. Therefore, for illustration, we also repeat the Brillouin zone onvergene alulation with the 32/31
atom BCC superells and Ecut = 120 eV , again both with and without osets. The results are shown as the insert to
gure 1, and show a marked improvement in onvergene with osets. If we again apply a vaany formation energy
onvergene tolerane of 0.01 eV it an be seen that this orresponds to a Brillouin zone sampling density of ≤ 0.033
Å
−1
. This was therefore used as our sampling density in all subsequent alulations.
C. Superell Finite Size Convergene
Having fully onverged the eletroni struture alulation for the unrelaxed defet in a given size system, we an
proeed to onverge the eets of the nite size superell. This is the key dierene between the superell and the
luster approahes. With a luster, we need to minimize the interation between the defet and the surfae of the
luster, but here, with a superell, we need to minimize the interation between the defet and its own periodi images.
Hene the requirement to onverge the superell size. For insuiently large superells, there will be an appreiable
overlap between the defet and its own images, resulting in an error in the overall harge density of the system, and
hene the total energy and the fores on the atoms. The obvious solution to this is to repeat the defet formation
energy alulation in dierent sized superells, using an equivalent sized basis set (e.g. same plane-wave uto energy)
and same Brillouin zone sampling density.
For the neutral silion vaany therefore, we onsidered all possible SC, BCC and FCC superells with between 2
and 256 atoms in the vaany free system. The atual value of q used and the orresponding sampling density are
summarized in table III. The unrelaxed vaany formation energy, at full Brillouin zone sampling onvergene, for
eah dierent superell is plotted in gure 2(a) as a funtion of the number of atoms in the orresponding vaany
free system. This is a ommon way of presenting suh information, yet this gure appears onfusing, with no obvious
trend apparent in the onvergene of the vaany formation energy with system size. However, separating the dierent
points aording to the superell symmetry suggests that there may be a trend, but that this is not the best way to
present suh data. This is beause if we simply order the dierent possible superells in terms of the total number
of atoms (or equivalently, the defet-image distane), we will be misled as the defet density will be hanging in a
non-monotoni manner. Instead, gure 2(b) plots the vaany formation energy against the defet density, whih
learly separates out the dierent superell symmetries. This now eliminates the apparent satter in gure 2(a) and
instead three lear monotoni trends are evident, one for eah superell symmetry. These trends all appear to onverge
to the same value, ≃ 4.40 eV , in the limit of innite superell size (defet density = 0) as would be expeted. This
therefore explains a ommon soure of the satter seen between and within the dierent theoretial studies of the
silion vaany to date. This eet will obviously also apply to any other superell defet study.
What then is the origin of the dierent rates of onvergene of the defet formation energy for dierent symmetry
superells? A simple tight-binding model of nearest-neighbour interations (with hopping matrix element = γ (a)
where a is the separation of nearest-neighbours) is given in many standard texts, e.g. ref. 38. In this generi model,
a band will be formed with a harateristi bandwidth of 12γ for SC superells, and 16γ for BCC or FCC superells
with the same defet separation. This an be attributed to the eets of geometry as well as the dierent number of
nearest neighbours in the dierent superells. It might therefore be expeted that SC superells were to be preferred
in general for defet alulations as they have the least defet-defet interation (smallest bandwidth) at a given defet
separation.
Indeed, some evidene for this is seen in gure 2(b), where it an be seen that SC superells are onverging at a
6faster rate than FCC ones. Indeed, it appears that the 64/63 atom SC superell gives a omparable representation of
an isolated unrelaxed vaany to the 250/249 atom FCC superell, whih an be attributed in part to the number of
nearest neighbour defets. However, this model does not explain why (for the neutral silion vaany) the 32/31 atom
BCC superell gives an even better representation (i.e., the energy is loser to the zero density limit) than either the
64/63 atom SC superell or the 250/249 atom FCC superell whih implies that this simple tight-binding model is of
limited usefulness.
There must therefore be a further onsequene of the superell symmetry that has not been onsidered so far. This is
that the defet-defet interation will have the diretionality of the superell whih may or may not be ommensurate
with the underlying rystal symmetry. This auses a perturbation in the eletroni harge density that is another
nite-size eet whih must vanish in the limit of a suiently large superell. A rigorous analysis of this would
involve alulating the density-density response funtion (see e.g. ref. 39). However, the eet beomes apparent if
we simply plot the harge density dierene between the unrelaxed vaany and vaany-free systems.
For the ase of the neutral silion vaany, suh plots are shown for the 216/215 atom SC superell in gure 3,
the 250/249 atom FCC superell in gure 4 and the 256/255 atom BCC superells in gure 5. In the SC superell
we see that there is a loalized harge density dierene around the vaany, and then a longer ranged omponent
whih spans the superell whih is learly aligned with the <100> diretions. Similarly, in the FCC superell the
long ranged omponent is along the <110> diretions and in the BCC superell it is along the <111> diretions.
The normal silion-silion bonds are in <111> diretions whih then explains why the BCC superell is superior for
silion defets - the spurious harge movements aused by the nite superell size eet are ommensurate with the
underlying harge density of the system and hene make little dierene to the total energy. This is not the ase in
the FCC and SC superells where it an be seen that there have been spurious harge movements in the interstitial
regions where the harge density is naturally lower, whih therefore has a more signiant eet. This learly shows
that it is not suient to simply inrease the size of the system to get a better answer, whih ontributes to the
onfusion in some earlier studies of the silion vaany. The diretionality eet of the superell symmetry will also
apply in general to any other defet system, although the detailed onsiderations will, of ourse, vary.
Unfortunately, there are only two BCC superells in the range 2-256 atoms (32 and 256 as in table III), whih would
therefore seem to limit our ability to make judgments about the eay of BCC superells for silion defets. As a
further test, the alulation of the unrelaxed neutral silion vaany was then repeated for the next BCC superell,
whih orresponds to 864 atoms with a defet density of 0.000058 Å−3. Again, the same basis set uto, Brillouin
zone sampling density and oset were used. The orresponding unrelaxed defet formation energy was 4.358 eV .
This onrmed the predition about the innite superell size limit, and shows that the 256 atom BCC superell
has onverged (to better than 0.002 eV ) the eletroni struture of the unrelaxed neutral silion vaany w.r.t. nite
superell size.
In the ase of harged defets, the eets of the nite size superell will be even more marked due to the long-ranged
nature of the Coulomb interation. Speialised energy orretion shemes have been introdued (e.g. Makov-Payne
40
)
that aelerate the onvergene of the total energy with inreasing superell size.
D. Hellman-Feynman Fores Convergene
Having nally fully onverged all the neessary fators in the unrelaxed defet formation energy, we an now be
ondent that we have an aurate representation of the ground state eletroni wavefuntion. We may now use the
Hellman-Feynman theorem to alulate the fores on the atoms and hene start to relax the defet. However, it must
be noted that we onverged the basis-set size using an energy dierene alulation. The variational priniple assures
us that the ground state energy is orret to seond-order errors in the ground state wavefuntion, but the fores will
only be orret to rst-order errors. Also, as noted previously, an energy dierene will onverge more rapidly than
the total energy.
The advantage of using the defet formation energy riterion in the early stages of this methodology is that it
produes a smaller basis set whih makes the other (unrelaxed struture) onvergene alulations rapid. This an
produe signiant savings, as to be sure of onvergene it is often neessary to go to one size of alulation beyond
that at whih onvergene rst appears, as for example when onverging the nite size superell eet in the neutral
silion vaany where an 864 atom BCC superell was evaluated.
In order to produe aurate fores therefore, it is neessary to onverge the basis set size with respet to the fores
and so we hoose the RMS fore of the unrelaxed defet struture as a simple salar parameter to onverge. This
additional onvergene is espeially important for defet alulations, as it is often found that the energy surfae
around a defet is very at, and so partiularly prone to errors in the fores due to the use of under-onverged basis
sets. This sort of eet an be easily deteted by monitoring the diretion of the fores on eah atom surrounding the
defet as the basis-set size is inreased. Any tendeny for this diretion to hange signiantly is a lear warning that
7there are serious systemati errors in the fores due to basis-set inompleteness.
An example alulation for the ase of the neutral silion vaany in the 32/31 atom BCC superell is shown in
gure 6, where it an be seen that whilst from an energy alulation it appears that Ecut = 120 eV and q = 2 is
reasonably onverged, this is not suient for the fores. Applying a riterion that the RMS fore must be onverged
to 0.005 eV/Å (whih is often used as the onvergene tolerane in high quality ab initio strutural relaxations) we
see that Ecut = 160eV must be used, and that a Brillouin zone sampling of q = 4 (orresponding to a density of 0.033
Å
−1
) must be used.
E. Atomi Relaxation Convergene
Finally, we are now ready to relax the atomi struture around the defet, using the fores derived from the
systematially onverged ab initio alulation. We move the atoms aording to some minimization algorithm, and
stop when we have simultaneous satised the various relaxation riteria to presribed toleranes: e.g. onvergene of
the total energy, the RMS fore, and the RMS displaement of the atoms between suessive iterations. If we had
been simultaneously optimising the lattie parameters using ab initio stresses, then it would be appropriate to also
hek for onvergene of the stress on the superell.
Note that we are often starting the atomi relaxation from a state of relatively high symmetry. It may therefore be
neessary to perturb eah atom by a small amount from the symmetry sites at the start of the alulation in order to
ensure symmetry breaking is possible in the relaxation proess. Also, beause of the possibility of loal minima in the
struture minimization, the alulation should be restarted several times from dierent initial arrangements of atoms
around the defet (e.g. random symmetry breaking displaements, direted relaxation inwards, direted relaxation
outwards, et) in order to be sure that the minimized struture found is indeed the global minimum.
Note that proving that any partiular minimum found is indeed the global minimum is a diult matter. More
advaned tehniques, suh as simulated annealing
41
or ab initio moleular dynamis
42
, are better adapted to exploring
the energy surfae but at muh inreased omputational ost. In pratie, if several independent starting ongurations
all onverge to the same answer, then that is usually suient to have a reasonable amount of ondene that the
struture found is (a lose approximation to) the global minimum.
There is also a popular belief that it is more eient to relax a struture using a small basis set to get an approximate
struture and then to inrease the size of the basis set until there is no further hange, than to use a suiently large
basis set throughout. The neutral vaany in silion is a ounter-example to that belief. If the defet struture is
relaxed using too small a basis set (e.g. Ecut = 120 eV ), then the systemati errors in the fores ause the vaany
to relax outwards. This outwards relaxation is remarkably robust w.r.t. dierent perturbations of the surrounding
atoms prior to starting the relaxation, inluding gross inwards and outwards distortions, and the nal state is also
loally stable w.r.t. subsequent inreases in the basis set size proving that it is a loal minimum. However, if the
vaany is relaxed using a larger basis set (Ecut ≥ 160 eV ) at all times, then the resulting relaxation is inwards whih
illustrates the importane of monitoring the diretion of the fores on the unrelaxed atoms surrounding the defet as
the basis-set size is inreased, as suggested above. This inwards relaxation is also robust w.r.t. a range of dierent
starting ongurations, and the nal minimized struture is lower in energy than the outwards-relaxed struture at
the same basis set size.
This might appear onfusing at rst, as the loal potential energy surfae around eah atom should be quadrati as
silion at low temperatures is a harmoni rystal to a good approximation - hene the equilibrium geometry ought to
be reasonably insensitive to the detail of the alulation. However, this result implies that hanging the basis-set size
(i.e. reduing the systemati errors in the fores) auses a signiant hange in the gradient of the potential energy
surfae around the unrelaxed defet, i.e. the fores as seen in gure 6. So it is atually the boundaries of the dierent
basins of attration for the relaxation minimizer that are being moved.
This therefore explains another ommon soure of the satter seen between the dierent theoretial studies of the
neutral silion vaany to date, and shows that the only way to relax the defet reliably is to use the larger basis-
set size at all stages in the relaxation to redue the systemati errors in the fores, and to hek that the resulting
onguration found is the global and not just a loal minimum.
When omparing the energetis of two dierent strutures, it should be borne in mind that experiments are usually
onduted at nite temperature, whereas energy minimisation strategies usually orrespond to zero temperature. This
means that a true omparison should be based upon free energies and not just total energies. The entropy dierene
or the free energy dierene between the strutures an be obtained by various tehniques, suh as thermodynami
integration using onstrained moleular dynamis (e.g. see ref 43 for details). Another ompliation that arises with
nite temperature, is that the presene of nearby loal minima will produe signiant temperature dependenies in
many physial properties, whereupon it then beomes important to know the loation of these other minima and the
saddle-points separating them from the global minimum.
8F. Defet Struture Convergene
However, even at this stage, there is still one more onvergene riterion to meet. The atomi relaxation around
the defet may be quite long ranged, and the pattern of relaxations must be ontained within the superell. That is,
if we onsider suessive shells of atoms around the defet (i.e. all those atoms at a ommon distane from the defet
in the unrelaxed struture), then there should be negligible relaxation for atoms beyond a ertain distane from the
defet - and ertainly before the largest shell allowed by the periodi boundary onditions (i.e. half the defet-image
separation).
One way to provide an upper-bound on the relaxation energy is to perform the atomi relaxation alulation in
stages - that is, in the rst alulation to only relax those atoms in the rst shell around the defet, and then in
suessive alulations to inrease the number of shells allowed to relax, up to the largest allowed shell. Eah suessive
alulation will then provide an improved estimate of the relaxation energy, and allow a simple determination as to
whether or not the relaxation has been properly ontained within the nite size superell. This approah is known
as relaxation under a onstant strain eld and is useful for alulating an upper-bound on the relaxation energy
in a small system, but has the disadvantage that it might result in the system being trained into a loal minima
whih is not the global minimum. Therefore, the best approah is to alulate the relaxation energy without any
onstraints - in whih ase, if the superell is large enough, there will be negligible relaxation of the largest allowed
shells. It is standard pratie for relaxation alulations to be repeated for dierent random perturbations of the atom
oordinates, to ensure that the same minimum struture is reahed eah time.
As a ross-hek that the superell is large enough, and that spurious symmetry eets (e.g. fore anellation
in ertain diretions) have not aused a misleading onlusion, the strain on the superell should be evaluated, and
the volume allowed to relax as appropriate. However, in a xed volume alulation, there will often be a uniform
breathing-mode expansion or ontration of the further-out shells as the underlying lattie aommodates the loal
relaxation around the defet. This eet will tend to inrease the apparent size of the relaxation and ause a volume
relaxation that may not be warranted. Therefore, to assess onvergene of the defet struture, we onsider the
relative displaement of suessive shells of atoms between the relaxed and unrelaxed defet systems in a xed volume
alulation (as in ref. 17) and hek that this is onverged (to some appropriate tolerane) before the largest allowed
shell allowed by the periodi boundary onditions (i.e. half the defet-image separation).
If it is found that the relaxation is not ontained within this largest allowed shell, then the superell must be
inreased in size and the above proedure repeated until this is no longer the ase. Only then an it be laimed
that the alulation is representative of an isolated defet. Of ourse, this might result in superell sizes that are
impratiable with urrent omputer resoures. It has long been reognised that the best way to improve superell
alulations is to use a larger superell, and for a long time the largest superell pratial for studying the neutral
silion vaany was suspeted to be too small. However, one of the onlusions of this study is that the best way to
improve a alulation is not just to inrease the superell size, but to do so in an appropriate manner bearing in mind
the interation of the superell symmetry with the defet.
For the neutral silion vaany we have therefore established the neessary parameters to ahieve an aurate energy
surfae, and so only now do we relax the vaany in the 255 atom BCC superell, without using any symmetrization
of the eletroni parameters (wavefuntion, harge density, fores, et) at any stage. This is neessary to ensure that
any symmetry in the relaxed struture is spontaneous and not imposed from the initial onditions. Tight onvergene
toleranes are imposed - namely that at onvergene the RMS fore be less than 0.001 eV/Å, the RMS displaement
be less than 0.0001 Å per iteration, and that the energy dierene per iteration be less than 0.00001 eV/atom. The
results of suh a alulation are shown in gure 7. This alulation is also repeated for dierent random perturbations
of the atoms in the rst shell surrounding the vaany, to ensure that the same minimum struture is reahed eah
time. To test that the atomi relaxation is ontained within the superell, we alulate the relative displaements of
the suessive shells of atoms surrounding the vaany as shown in gure 8. From this we an see that shells 9-11
are essentially unhanged (where shell 12 is the half-way point in the superell), and so we onlude that the ioni
relaxation is fully ontained within the nite size of the superell.
IV. RESULTS
We now summarize our results for the neutral silion vaany.
It was found that when onverging the eletroni struture of the unrelaxed vaany, that BCC superells gave
superior nite-size superell onvergene, and that a 256/255 atom BCC superell was required to get satisfatory
onvergene whih was onrmed against an 864/863 atom alulation. Remarkably, the 32/31 atom BCC superell
gave an unrelaxed vaany formation energy whih was lose to the innite superell size limit than that of the
9250/249 FCC superell alulation. This is attributable to the interation of superell symmetry and the symmetry
of the underlying silion lattie.
As a measure of the reliability of the ab initio sheme used, we repeated the alulation of the unrelaxed vaany
formation energy in the 32/31 atom BCC superell using dierent exhange-orrelation funtionals and dierent
pseudopotentials. The results are summarised in table IV. It has been found many times before that there is a
general tendeny for LDA-DFT alulations to over-bind, and GGA-DFT alulations to under-bind. Hene, we
onlude that a worst-ase error estimate for our ab initio sheme is ±0.02 eV , but a more likely error estimate is
±0.01 eV . It an also be seen that the systemati onvergene studies as presented above, suh as the Brillouin zone
sampling, an make a more signiant hange than hanging the exhange-orrelation funtional at a given set of
parameters (e.g. going from q = 2 to q = 4 redues the formation energy by ∼ 0.08eV ). Of ourse, as noted in setion
I, a more thorough omparison would be between DFT and QMC alulations, but at present there are no available
QMC data to ompare against.
The 255 atom BCC superell was then used to relax the defet struture, and it was demonstrated that this relaxation
was fully ontained within the superell. This relaxation redued the total energy of the system by 1.186 eV and
from the observed bond lengths of the 4 atoms in the rst shell surrounding the vaany, we an see that the nal
relaxed struture has spontaneously ahieved the D2d -point symmetry, with a nal volume (as given by equation 2)
that is redued from the unrelaxed vaany by −27%. The relaxed defet formation energy is therefore estimated as
3.17± 0.01 eV (where the error estimate is that due to the the ab initio sheme used - the onvergene error estimate
is an order of magnitude smaller). The nal parameters used in the alulation and the nal result for the struture
of the defet are summarized in table V.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a systemati methodology for the aurate alulation of defet strutures in superells. Various
potential pitfalls have been highlighted, and it has been demonstrated how to systematially redue eah soure of
error in the various onvergene parameters, to better than the inherent auray of the ab initio method used.
As an example of the methodology, the single neutral vaany in silion has been treated. This has been extensively
studied in the past, but with many dierent answers presented in the literature. The various soures of satter in
previous results have been disussed, suh as problems with too small a basis-set size leading to a spurious outwards
relaxation as seen in the earlier studies, and problems aused by under-onvergene of the Brillouin zone sampling
leading to inaurate fores in some more reent studies. The use of oset grids has been shown to be very useful
in aelerating the onvergene of the Brillouin zone sampling. A new eet, that of superell symmetry, has been
identied, and a onsistent treatment of this has been shown to be ruial to understanding the systemati eets of
inreasing the superell size. This has resulted in great diulty in the past with identifying the onvergene trends
with inreasing superell size, and it is shown herein that the best systemati way to treat this eet is to onsider
the defet density for eah dierent superell symmetry separately. Therefore it is believed that this work presents
the best onverged alulation of the silion vaany to date.
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Table I: Eet of inreasing the Monkhorst-Pak grid parameter q on the number of symmetrized points in the grid (Ns) and
the (squared) radius of exat integration (R2) in units of reiproal lattie vetors, for three dierent superell symmetries.
Monkhorst-Pak Simple Cubi Body-Centred Cubi Fae-Centred Cubi
q Ns R
2 Ns R
2 Ns R
2
1 1 1.0 1 0.75 1 0.5
2 1 4.0 2 3.0 2 4.0
3 4 9.0 4 6.75 4 4.5
4 4 16.0 6 12.0 10 16.0
Table II: Eet of optimal oset k0 on maximizing the eieny of the Brillouin zone integration for three dierent superell
symmetries with inreasing values of the Monkhorst-Pak grid parameter q. The number of symmetrized points in the grid
(Ns) and the (squared) radius of exat integration (R
2
) in units of reiproal lattie vetors is given for eah optimal oset.
Monkhorst-Pak Simple Cubi Body-Centred Cubi Fae-Centred Cubi
q k0 Ns R
2
k0 Ns R
2
k0 Ns R
2
1
(
1
4
, 1
4
, 1
4
)
1 4.0
(
0, 1
4
, 1
2
)
1 2.0
(
0, 1
2
, 1
2
)
1 1.0
2
(
1
8
, 1
8
, 1
8
)
3 16.0
(
1
4
, 1
4
, 1
4
)
2 4.0 (0, 0, 0) 2 4.0
3
(
1
4
, 0, 1
2
)
8 18.0
(
1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
)
5 9.0
(
1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
)
6 9.0
4
(
1
16
, 1
16
, 1
16
)
20 64.0
(
1
8
, 1
8
, 1
8
)
8 16.0 (0, 0, 0) 10 16.0
Table III: List of all superells onsidered with orresponding superell symmetry. Also listed is the onverged value of q
(Monkhorst-Pak grid parameter) used in the alulation, the Monkhorst-Pak grid oset k0 used, and the orresponding
Brillouin zone sampling density.
N Symmetry q k0 BZ density (Å
−1
)
2 FCC 8 (0, 0, 0) 0.040
8 SC 6 (0, 0, 0) 0.031
16 FCC 4 (0, 0, 0) 0.040
32 BCC 4
(
1
8
, 1
8
, 1
8
)
0.033
54 FCC 3
(
1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
)
0.036
64 SC 3 (0, 0, 0) 0.031
128 FCC 2 (0, 0, 0) 0.040
216 SC 2 (0, 0, 0) 0.031
250 FCC 2 (0, 0, 0) 0.032
256 BCC 2
(
1
4
, 1
4
, 1
4
)
0.033
Table IV: The unrelaxed vaany formation energy for the 32/31 atom BCC superell, with dierent exhange-orrelation
funtionals and pseudopotentials.
sheme Ev unrelaxed (eV )
LDA PW91 PBE
Ultrasoft, MP q=2 4.068 4.106 4.113
Ultrasoft, MP q=4 3.995 4.018 4.025
Normonserving, MP q=4 4.016 4.040 4.051
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Table V: Final parameters for the fully onverged alulation of the silion vaany.
Quantity Value
Number of atoms 256
Symmetry of superell BCC
Basis set size 160 eV
Brillouin zone sampling density 0.033 Å
−1
Vaany formation energy (unrelaxed) 4.36 eV
Vaany formation energy (relaxed) 3.17 eV
Symmetry of defet (unrelaxed) Td
Symmetry of defet (relaxed) D2d
Volume of defet (unrelaxed) 6.671 Å
3
Volume of defet (relaxed) 4.874 Å
3
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1 2 3 4
Monkhorst−Pack q
0.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
Ev
 (e
V)
16(15) atoms without offsets
16(15) atoms with    offsets
1 2 3 4
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
32(31) atoms
Figure 1: Convergene of unrelaxed vaany formation energy w.r.t Brillouin zone sampling, for 16/15 atom system at Ecut =
120 eV . The inset shows the orresponding onvergene for the 32/31 atom system.
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Figure 2: Variation of unrelaxed defet formation energy at onstant basis set size and Brillouin zone sampling. (a) shows the
variation with system size, and (b) shows the variation with density. The dierent symmetry superells are learly separated
in (b).
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Figure 3: Charge density dierene iso-surfae at ρ = 0.002 eV/Å3 between the unrelaxed 216 and 215 atom SC superells.
Leftmost gure is viewed along the <001> diretion, entral gure is along the <011> diretion, and rightmost gure is along
the <111> diretion.
Figure 4: Charge density dierene iso-surfae at ρ = 0.002 eV/Å3 between the unrelaxed 250 and 249 atom FCC superells.
Leftmost gure is viewed along the <001> diretion, entral gure is along the <011> diretion, and rightmost gure is along
the <111> diretion.
Figure 5: Charge density dierene iso-surfae at ρ = 0.002 eV/Å3 between the unrelaxed 256 and 255 atom BCC superells.
Leftmost gure is viewed along the <001> diretion, entral gure is along the <011> diretion, and rightmost gure is along
the <111> diretion.
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Figure 6: Variation of RMS fore in 31 atom silion ell w.r.t basis set size at two dierent Brillouin zone sampling densities,
orresponding to dierent values of the Monkhorst-Pak grid parameter q. The inset gure shows the orresponding dierene
in the total energy for the two dierent values of q. This learly shows that whilst it might appear that the total energy is
adequately onverged at Ecut = 120 eV and q = 2, this is not suient for the fores. In all subsequent relaxation alulations,
a Brillouin zone sampling density equivalent to that orresponding to q = 4 in this alulation, and Ecut = 160 eV was used.
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Figure 7: Relaxation of vaany using a standard BFGS minimizer. The 6 distanes between the 4 silion atoms surrounding
the vaany are shown. This learly shows the hange in symmetry around the defet, with the initial and nal states of the
rst shell of atoms around the vaany shown. The atoms are numbered as in the skethes. In the initial state, all bond lengths
are equal and the defet has Td-point symmetry, whereas in the nal relaxed state of the rst shell of atoms, there are 4 equal,
longer bond lengths and two equal, shorter bond lengths whih therefore orresponds to D2d -point symmetry.
Also shown in the inset is the onvergene of the total energy of the system as the relaxation proeeds. The relaxation lowers
the energy of the system by 1.186 eV .
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Figure 8: Convergene of the ioni relaxation of suessive shells of atoms aross the superell.
